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The formation of co-crystals is often unexpected; however, the Buckminster fullerene, for which many solvates are known,
is an excellent system to study this tendency. In the present paper, C60 and CBrCl2H co-crystals have been studied. Hexagonal
P6/mmm C60· 2CBrCl2H co-crystals transform at 373 K to monoclinic C2/c C60· CBrCl2H co-crystals. While orientational
disorder typical for C60 is found in the hexagonal co-crystals (as found in many C60 halomethane solvates), in the monoclinic
co-crystals, C60 appears to be orientationally ordered. As for the solvent CBrCl2H, two types of occupational disorder involving
the distribution of the halogen atoms can be observed, comparable to the behaviour in the two polymorphs of pure CBrCl2H.
Within the monoclinic solvate, two sites are equally occupied by Br and Cl atoms (1/2:1/2), while one site is fully occupied
by a Cl atom which leads to an average Cs symmetry for the solvent molecule. Whereas within the hexagonal co-crystals,
each halogen position is occupied by 1/3:2/3 of Br or Cl atoms, respectively, leading to an average C3v molecular symmetry.
The anisotropy of the intermolecular interactions coincides with the symmetry of the solvate structures and can be
generalized for the C60· halomethane co-crystals.

Introduction
The spherical shape of the C60 fullerene molecule and its conjugated
π-electron system makes it one of the best candidates for creating
intricate molecular structures with high potential for applications.
Despite the insulating character of the C60 molecule, conducting and
even superconducting materials have been obtained upon
intercalation with alkali atoms, which can transfer their valence
electrons to the conduction bands of the C60 sublattice1. The high
molecular symmetry of C60 gives rise to a plastic crystal at room
temperature in which C60 is orientationally disordered due to the
isotropic intermolecular potential. This characteristic causes C60 to be
susceptible to the formation of co-crystals with other molecules,
which in the case of liquid coformers are also called solvates.
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It has been shown that small molecules, such as methane, can be
incorporated into the octahedral voids of the C60 structure, but also
larger molecules such as n-alcanes2-4, halobenzenes5,6 and even
larger molecules7-9. Despite the variety in coforming molecules, C60C60 interactions still control the overall packing in these cocrystals2,10. The dynamics in these systems also reflects the behaviour
of pure C60 crystals, as demonstrated by the existence of orderdisorder transitions as a function of temperature9,11-13.
It is obvious that if steric conditions are favourable, guest molecules
can be substituted for others in the high-symmetry lattice of fcc C60.
If in such a case, the new guest molecule does not display the
required symmetry elements for the lattice site concerned, the
symmetry of the molecule must be “generated” by orientational
disorder or by occupational disorder (14; 15; 16). Quite a number of
solvates containing C60 and a halomethane CX4-n-mYnHm (n,m = 0, ...,
4, n+m≤4) has been studied up to now3, 4, 12; 17-27). The overall packing
of the crystal structures of this type of co-crystals has been related to
the apparent symmetries of the halomethane compounds as well as
to the asymmetry in the intermolecular interactions that are mainly
van der Waals. Despite the weak interactions, a wide range of lattice
symmetries has been found, which happen to be independent of the
molecular symmetry of the guest molecule. For example, for
halomethane molecules with C2s symmetry, such as CBr2Cl2,
CBr2(CH3)2 and CBr2H2, the solvates with the first two molecules
display a hexagonal structure with orientational disorder for both C60
and solvent molecules24; however, for the third molecule, C60 and
solvent molecules are orientationally ordered in the solvate structure
(monoclinic C2/m) in spite of the overall hexagonal packing25. It
appears to be a consequence of stronger host-guest intermolecular
interactions when compared to the preceding cases. Similar results
were found for the solvate C60·2CBrClH2 (monoclinic C2/m), both
molecules possessing orientational order, although the two halogens,
Br and Cl, were distributed over two sites with equal occupational
factors12. Moreover, C60 solvates have been reported in which a phase
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transition changes the orientationally disordered room-temperature
structure to a low-temperature crystal with well-defined
orientational order for C6011,13,28-30. In these crystal structures, strong
intermolecular interactions are thought to cause orientational order
for C60 molecules and in some cases for the solvent guest molecules.

package33 for the orientationally ordered C60 molecule, whereas the
FullProf Suite34 was used to describe the orientationally disordered
C60 molecule with spherical harmonics. The CBrCl2H molecule was
modelled in both cases as a rigid body (C-Cl: 1.757 Å, C-Br: 1.9296 Å,
C-H: 1.09 Å).

Nevertheless, how the symmetry of the guest molecules influences
the interactions and the phase behaviour of the C60 co-crystals is still
a matter of debate. In this work, we report on co-crystals containing
C60 and CBrCl2H. Similar co-crystals between C60 and CBr3H or CCl3H
with C3v symmetry have been studied before and phase transitions
from a high-temperature hexagonal (orientational disordered) phase
to a triclinic (orientationally ordered) low-temperature phase have
been reported31. Halomethane CXY2H (X,Y=Br,Cl) compounds with Cs
molecular symmetry are known to simulate the C3v symmetry (site
occupational disorder between Br and Cl atoms with occupational
factors of 1/3 and 2/3, respectively) or to keep the Cs symmetry, while
two halogen atoms share two sites (occupational factors of ½ and ½
for Br and Cl) and the third one remains at one well-defined
crystallographic site32. In the present paper, two solvates will be
discussed, one exhibiting a hexagonal lattice symmetry the other
displaying a monoclinic lattice structure both reflecting the
behaviour described above. A simple correlation between the
volumes of the asymmetric unit of the crystals and the molecular
volume of the solvent molecules will demonstrate the role of the
molecular symmetry on the symmetry and packing of the C60 solvates
with halomethane compounds.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetry (TG)
analyses were conducted with a Q100 and a TA Q50 from TA
Instruments, respectively. Sample masses ranged between 5 and 15
mg and heating and cooling rates of 2 K min−1 were used. When
required, DSC measurements were performed in hermetically sealed
high-pressure stainless steel pans from Perkin-Elmer to resist the
vapor pressures of the solvent.

Experimental
Fullerene C60 was purchased from TermUSA with a purity higher than
99.98%. Bromodichloromethane (CBrCl2H) with a purity higher than
98% was obtained from Aldrich.
C60 crystals and solvent CBrCl2H were mixed in screw-cap tubes at
room temperature. The fcc C60 crystals took several days to transform
into the hexagonal solvate.
The structural properties of the co-crystals containing C60 and
CBrCl2H were studied by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) using a highresolution vertically mounted INEL cylindrical position-sensitive
detector (CPS-120, angular step 0.029o-2θ over a 2θ-range from 2 to
115o) and a Debye-Scherrer geometry equipped with a
monochromatic Cu Kα1 (λ =1.5406 Å) radiation working at 35 kV and
35 mA. The system was equipped with a liquid nitrogen 700 series
Cryostream Cooler (Oxford Cryosystems) with an accuracy of 0.1 K.
Samples were placed into 0.5-mm-diameter Lindemann capillaries,
which were rotating around their axes during data collection to
reduce the effects of preferential orientation.

The morphology of the crystals was examined with a JEOL-7100F
scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a scanning voltage of 20 kV.

Results and discussion
Two days after mixing fcc C60 crystals and liquid CBrCl2H, the
solution turned grey in colour. Crystals extracted from the mother
liquor and observed immediately by scanning electron microscopy
were hexagonally shaped as can be seen in Fig. 1.
The hexagonally shaped crystals were investigated by TG to
determine the C60:solvent stoichiometry. The mass of the selected
crystals in a small quantity of mother liquor was recorded at room
temperature as a function of time until it had stabilized, indicating
that all the mother liquor had evaporated. Immediately afterwards,
the remaining sample was heated up to 673 K (solid black circles in
Fig. 2). Using the same procedure, the crystals were also analysed by
DSC (black line in Fig. 2). Both TG and DSC profiles indicate that
complete desolvation involves a mass loss of ca. 30% and
corresponds to a C60·2CBrCl2H solvate; however, it can be seen that
the desolvation process consists of two steps (see the deconvolution
of the DSC curve in Fig. 2 as well as the inflection point in the TG
curve). In order to understand the convoluted process, DSC
measurements were carried out with the crystals in the mother
liquor in high-pressure sealed pans (Fig. 3). The DSC signal (Fig. 3a)
demonstrates: (i) the existence of an endothermic peak P1
corresponding to the melting of CBrCl2H solid in excess, which is
found to be within error at the same temperature as the melting
point of the pure solvent and translates into a degenerate eutectic
equilibrium in the phase diagram (Fig. 3b); (ii) a peak P2 at around
373 K corresponding to a peritectic solid-solid transition in which the
hexagonal solvate transforms into a different structure with a change
in the stoichiometry (see below); (iii) finally, a peak P3 at ca. 430 K
reflecting the desolvation process of the solvate obtained at 373 K. A
schematic phase diagram is presented in Fig. 3b.

The peak positions were determined after pseudo-Voigt fitting of the
Bragg peaks. Lattice parameters were determined using DICVOL06.
Rietveld refinement was carried out with the Materials Studio
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Fig. 3. (a) DSC signal of the hexagonal C60·2CBrCl2H crystals in an
excess of mother liquor in a sealed pan. (b) Schematic phase diagram
with the eutectic (Tp1) and peritectic (Tp2) invariant equilibria
involving the hexagonal (H) C60·2CBrCl2H solvate and the peritectic
Tp3 involving the monoclinic (M) C60·CBrCl2H solvate. The liquidus
curves are provided as guides for the eyes.
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Fig.1. Scanning electron microscopy (JEOL-7100F, scanning voltage
of 20 kV) photographs of hexagonal C60·2CBrCl2H crystals. The white
horizontal bars correspond to a length of 30 µm.
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Fig. 2. Thermogravimetric (right-hand axis) and calorimetric (lefthand axis) data obtained in pierced aluminum pans (A-black) of the
hexagonal C60·2CBrCl2H solvate crystals: TG curve (solid circles) and
DSC curve (solid line) and (B-red) of the monoclinic C60·CBrCl2H
solvate crystals: TG curve (open circles) and DSC curve (solid line).
Dashed black DSC curves represent the deconvolution of the DSC-A
into two contributions (see text).

The hexagonally shaped crystals together with an excess of mother
liquor were placed into a Lindemann capillary, which was
subsequently sealed. An X-ray diffraction pattern was obtained at
room temperature and indexed using DICVOL06 resulting in a
hexagonal unit cell (Fig. 4). The systematic absences pointed to the
P6/mmm space group, which is the most common structure of cocrystals containing C60 and halomethane derivatives18,19,23,35,36. Its
structure was solved using the procedure previously described for
the C60·2CBrClH2 solvate12. In short, the structure was evaluated
using the FullProf suite34, while the C60 molecule was described with
spherical harmonics as a homogeneous distribution of 60 C-atoms
positioned on a sphere with a radius of 3.59 Å and located at the 1a
Wyckoff positions. Rigid CBrCl2H molecules were placed at the
prismatic hexagonal voids, the (1/3, 1/3, 1/2) positions, while the
positions of the halogen atoms exhibit a disorder with each site
occupied for 2/3 with a Cl atom and for 1/3 with a Br atom. Such
occupational disorder coincides with one of the proposed models
(“mode 2”) for the monoclinic structure of the pure solvent32. The
final Rietveld refinement yielded Rwp= 3.72% and Rp=5.07 % (see
Supplementary Information for details). The refined lattice
parameters were found to be a = 10.131(2) Å, c = 10.135(2) Å and Vcell
= 900.9(2) Å3, while the final refined position of the central carbon
atom of the disordered solvent molecule was found to be (0.349(4),
0.719(3), 0.483(6)), i.e. very close to the prismatic hexagonal voids.
Fig. 4 provides the experimental and refined X-ray patterns for the
hexagonal C60·2CBrClH2 solvate. Additional X-ray diffraction
experiments in an open capillary have demonstrated that this solvate
is not stable in air at room temperature (see Fig. S1 in the
Supplementary Information).
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final refined position for the central carbon atom at (0.483(2),
0.001(4), 0.708(2)). The halogen atoms of this molecule are once
again disordered with occupancies of 1/2 Cl:1/2 Br,1/2 Cl:1/2 Br, 1 Cl,
indicating that one site possesses 50/50 disorder, while another site
is fully occupied by a chlorine atom. Such behaviour has been
proposed for the monoclinic structure of a polymorph of pure
CBrCl2H named “mode 1”32. The molecular arrangement of the
motifs is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 4. Experimental (red circles) and calculated (black line) X-ray
powder diffraction pattern of hexagonal C60·2CBrCl2H at room
temperature along with the difference profile (blue line) and Bragg
reflections (vertical bars). The inset provides the data between 40
and 60° (2θ) at an increased scale.
In order to characterize the phase obtained in the DSC experiments
at ca. 373 K, which resulted in the two-steps desolvation process (Fig.
2), X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out on the hexagonal
co-crystals as a function of temperature in a sealed capillary. Fig. 5
contains several patterns between room temperature and 455 K
above the peritectic desolvation phenomena (see also Fig. 3).
Because the pattern at 373 K indicates the appearance of a different
structure, more crystals were prepared by separately heating up
hexagonal co-crystals to 373 K. The resulting powder was placed in a
Lindemann capillary for a high signal/noise ratio X-ray powder
diffraction measurement at room temperature. Results are shown in
Fig. 6. Crystals of the new structure were analysed by TG and DSC (see
Fig. 2). TG results (curve TG-B in Fig, 2) indicate a mass loss of 17%,
which corresponds to a solvate with a stoichiometry of 1:1
(C60·CBrClH2 solvate). Moreover, DSC measurements in open pans
revealed a single peak (curve DSC-B in Fig. 2), which can be ascribed
to the desolvation of the 1:1 solvate. Thus, the convoluted peak for
the hexagonal-shaped co-crystals can be deconvoluted into a twostep desolvation process of C60·2CBrCl2H transforming into
C60·CBrCl2H, which subsequently loses its solvent entirely resulting in
a liquid and fcc C60 with defects and stacking faults37.
For the structure of C60·CBrClH2, patterns were indexed with
DICVOL06 leading to a monoclinic unit cell and a C2/c space group.
Rietveld refinement in the Materials Studio package led to the lattice
parameters a = 10.140(3) Å, b = 31.233(9) Å, c = 10.122(3) Å, and β =
90.21(2) o with the profile factors Rwp = 4.80 % and Rp = 3.74 %. The
C60 molecules are orientationally ordered and located on the Wyckoff
site 4e with the coordinates of its center of mass (0, 0.13823(25),
0.25). CBrCl2H is located on Wyckoff site 8f implying that the
asymmetric unit must contain only half a solvent molecule with a

Based on the disorder, the CBrCl2H molecule exhibits Cs symmetry in
the monoclinic solvate, whereas in the hexagonal C60·2CBrCl2H
solvate, it exhibits C3v symmetry in the prismatic voids of the
hexagonal lattice. Thus, in the monoclinic solvate intermolecular
interactions between the coexisting chemical species, C60 and
CBrCl2H, would be more anisotropic than those in the hexagonal
solvate. As a consequence, the hexagonal solvate should
demonstrate comparatively weaker intermolecular interactions than
the solvate with lower symmetry. This observation could be extended
to solvates with similar halogenated structures as can be seen in Fig.
8 in which the volume of the asymmetric unit of several halogenated
solvates has been plotted against the van der Waals volume of the
solvent molecule for hexagonal and monoclinic or orthorhombic
solvates. For the hexagonal solvates an increase in the molecular
volume of the solvent gives rise to an increase in the volume of the
solvate lattice, whereas for the solvates possessing a lower symmetry
lattice, the solvate volume is more scattered.

Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction patterns as a function of temperature: 300
and 355 K C60·2CBrCl2H; 360 K: C60·2CBrCl2H + L + C60·CBrCl2H; 373 K:
C60·CBrCl2H + L; 430 K: C60·CBrCl2H + L + fcc C60; 455 K: L + fcc C60 with
stacking defects. The pattern of pure fcc C60 is shown at the top for
reference purposes.
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Fig. 8. Volumes of the asymmetric unit (Vs/Z) of C60 hexagonal (filled
circles) and monoclinic or orthorhombic (open circles) solvates
against the van der Waals volume of its solvent molecule.
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Fig. 6. Experimental (red circles) and calculated (black line) X-ray
powder diffraction patterns at room temperature along with the
difference profile (blue line) and Bragg reflections (vertical bars) of
the monoclinic (C2/c) C60·CBrCl2H solvate. The inset provides the data
between 35 and 50° (2θ) at an increased scale.

Conclusions
The C60·2CBrCl2H solvate exhibits a hexagonal structure, space group
P6/mmm, as revealed by X-ray powder diffraction. The crystals are
not stable when left against the air at room temperature. Both C60
and CBrCl2H exhibit orientational disorder. While the C60 molecules
are isotropically disordered, for the CBrCl2H molecules the positions
of the halogen atoms are distributed over 3 sites with occupancies
1/3 and 2/3 for Br and Cl atoms, respectively. This disorder exhibited
by the solvent molecules occupying the prismatic voids in the
hexagonal lattice corresponds to mode 2 observed in the monoclinic
structure of pure CBrCl2H by Katrusiak32.
The hexagonal solvate transforms in closed pans through a peritectic
equilibrium when heated to 373 K into a lower symmetry lattice,
which is monoclinic C2/c, while the stoichiometry changes to 1:1. In
this monoclinic 1:1 solvate, C60 molecules exhibit orientational order,
while the solvent molecule exhibits a 50/50 occupational disorder
over two sites between one chlorine and one bromine atom similar
to mode 1 observed in the monoclinic structure of pure CBrCl2H by
Katrusiak32.
Finally, this study shows that intermolecular interactions between
the two chemical species forming the C60 co-crystals force the system
to display a high-symmetry lattice with orientational disorder or a
low-symmetry lattice with orientational order.

Supporting Information
Fig. 7. The (001) plane (left panel) and the (010) plane (right panel)
of the crystal structure of monoclinic (C2/c space group) C60·CBrCl2H
at room temperature. The overlap of the red (Br) and green (Cl)
halogen atoms highlight the occupational disorder according to
mode 132.

Crystallographic information files for hexagonal C60·2CBrCl2H
(CBrCl2H_P6mmm_sphs.cif), at room temperature, and monoclinic
(C60-CHCl2Br-C2surC-Rietveld.cif) co-crystals, both at room
temperature.
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